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Abstract 
Given the increasing number of neuroimaging publications, the automated knowledge extraction on 
brain-behavior associations by quantitative meta-analyses has become a highly important and rapidly 
growing field of research. Among several methods to perform coordinate-based neuroimaging meta-
analyses, Activation Likelihood Estimation (ALE) has been widely adopted. In this paper, we 
addressed two pressing questions related to ALE meta-analysis: i) Which thresholding method is most 
appropriate to perform statistical inference? ii) Which sample size, i.e., number of experiments, is 
needed to perform robust meta-analyses? We provided quantitative answers to these questions by 
simulating more than 120,000 meta-analysis datasets using empirical parameters (i.e., number of 
subjects, number of reported foci, distribution of activation foci) derived from the BrainMap database. 
This allowed to characterize the behavior of ALE analyses, to derive first power estimates for 
neuroimaging meta-analyses, and to thus formulate recommendations for future ALE studies. We 
could show as a first consequence that cluster-level family-wise error (FWE) correction represents the 
most appropriate method for statistical inference, while voxel-level FWE correction is valid but more 
conservative. In contrast, uncorrected inference and false-discovery rate correction should be avoided. 
As a second consequence, researchers should aim to include at least 20 experiments into an ALE 
meta-analysis to achieve sufficient power for moderate effects. We would like to note, though, that 
these calculations and recommendations are specific to ALE and may not be extrapolated to other 
approaches for (neuroimaging) meta-analysis.  
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Introduction 
For more than two decades, functional imaging using Positron-Emission Tomography (PET) and in 
particular functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) have provided ample information about the 
location of cognitive, sensory and motor processes in the human brain (Bandettini, 2012; Poldrack, 
2012; Rosen and Savoy, 2012). Neuroimaging clinical populations have yielded unprecedented insight 
into the localization of structural and functional aberrations within the brains of patients with all kinds of 
neurological and psychiatric disorders (Bullmore, 2012). In spite of its undisputed success, 
neuroimaging findings carry several important limitations (Weinberger and Radulescu, 2015). The 
number of participants sampled by neuroimaging experiments have substantially increased since the 
late 1990’s when fewer than a dozen participants were the norm, but are still comparably small relative 
to other fields of biological and medical sciences (Button et al., 2013). Hence, results from small-data 
studies are likely to be highly variable. Additionally, the measured signals are indirect hemodynamic 
proxies rather than direct measures of neuronal activity (Logothetis and Wandell, 2004). Furthermore, 
the substantial analytic flexibility of neuroimaging pipelines also leads to low reliability and 
reproducibility of neuroimaging findings (Carp, 2012b; Glatard et al., 2015; Wager et al., 2009). The 
logistic expenses of neuroimaging studies usually discourage the performance of confirmatory or 
supplementary experiments. This results in publication of isolated findings, further aggravating the 
problem of low reproducibility and false positive findings. Finally, most current neuroimaging studies, 
more specifically their discussion, may be considered overgeneralizations of context-specific findings. 
Each investigation into the neuronal correlates of psychological phenomena or pathological states 
requires operationalization of the experiment, involving choices on the nature of psychological task, 
the displayed stimuli, the timing and arrangement of individual trials, their modeling in the statistical 
analysis and the assessed contrast (Carp, 2012a; Rottschy et al., 2012). As an important 
consequence, the ensuing coordinates of significant effects are conditioned by a large number of 
subjective selections by the investigator. Yet, they are discussed and cited as neuronal correlates 
representative of general psychological domains (e.g., working memory) or pathophysiological 
mechanisms (e.g., dysfunctional working memory in schizophrenia). It may hence come as no surprise 
that brain regions reported to be associated with a given psychological process may be found almost 
anywhere in the brain (Cieslik et al., 2015; Nee et al., 2007). 
These circumstances have severely limited the knowledge on brain organization that can be gained 
from individual neuroimaging studies. This can however be compensated by the sheer number of 
neuroimaging experiments that have been published over the last decades. Derfuss and Mar 
estimated that until 2007 almost 8,000 neuroimaging studies had been published (Derrfuss and Mar, 
2009). In autumn 2015, a similar PubMed search found more than 21,000 fMRI and PET studies in 
addition to ~3,000 morphometric MRI papers. Searches for studies investigating major brain disorders 
such as schizophrenia, depression, dementia, stroke or Parkinson’s disease likewise revealed many 
hundred clinical neuroimaging papers. The systematic integration of dispersed findings from previous 
studies - across different populations and experimental variations - may thus overcome the limitations 
raised above. They provide robust insights into the location of psychological and pathological effects 
(Kober and Wager, 2010; Nickl-Jockschat et al., 2015; Radua and Mataix-Cols, 2012; Schilbach et al., 
2012; Yarkoni et al., 2011). Such structured integration is enabled by community-wide standards of 
spatial normalization (Amunts et al., 2014; Evans et al., 2012; Mazziotta et al., 2001) and the 
convention of reporting peak locations in stereotaxic reference spaces.  
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Activation likelihood estimation (ALE) has originally been introduced more than a decade ago 
(Turkeltaub et al., 2002). It is among the most commonly used algorithms for coordinate-based meta-
analyses and it is part of the BrainMap software suite (Laird et al., 2011a; Laird et al., 2009) 
(http://brainmap.org/ale). The key idea behind ALE is to not treat activation foci reported in 
neuroimaging studies as dimensionless points but as spatial probability distributions centered at given 
coordinates. This approach thus accommodates the spatial uncertainty associated with neuroimaging 
findings by using the reported coordinates as the best point estimator but at the same time employing 
a (Gaussian) spatial variance model (Eickhoff et al., 2009b). ALE maps are then obtained by 
computing the union of activation probabilities across experiments for each voxel (Turkeltaub et al., 
2012). Finally, true convergence of foci is distinguished from random clustering of foci (i.e., noise) by 
testing against the null-hypothesis of random spatial association between experiments (Eickhoff et al., 
2012; Turkeltaub et al., 2002). 
In addition to previously frequent but now generally discouraged reports of uncorrected p-values, it is 
possible to account for multiple comparisons in the whole-brain setting by three approaches:  
a) Family-wise error correction on the voxel level controls the chance of observing a given Z-value if 
foci were randomly distributed (Eickhoff et al., 2012).  
b) Cluster-level family-wise error correction involves the use of an uncorrected cluster-forming 
threshold and employing a cluster-extent threshold that controls the chance of observing a cluster of 
that size if foci were randomly distributed (Eickhoff et al., 2012; Woo et al., 2014).  
c) Correction for multiple comparisons using the false-discovery rate (Laird et al., 2005; Wager et al., 
2007) has also been frequently employed, although this method may be less appropriate for 
neuroimaging data (Chumbley and Friston, 2009). 
Another question that frequently comes up when planning, discussing or reviewing meta-analysis 
projects pertains to the necessary sample size, i.e., number of experiments that is needed to perform 
robust meta-analyses. In our view, this question may be investigated along two different aspects: First, 
is there a lower bound such that meta-analyses involving fewer experiments may not be considered 
valid? Second, can we provide power-calculations for ALE meta-analyses?  
 
The present investigation addresses these questions by means of massive simulations of ALE 
analyses. These systematically vary the overall number of experiments and that of experiments 
activating the simulated “true” location. Four types of significance testing are then performed on the 
more than 120,000 simulated ALE analyses: voxel-level family-wise error correction [FWE]; cluster-
level family-wise error correction [cFWE]; voxel-level false discovery rate correction [FDR]; and 
uncorrected thresholding at p<0.001 with an additional extent threshold of 200 mm3. This allowed us 
to extend the scope of this work to a comparison of the influence of these methods on sensitivity, 
ensuing cluster sizes, the number of incidental clusters and statistical power.  
In summary, the presented empirical simulations should provide a comprehensive overview on the 
behavior of ALE meta-analyses in addition to answering the key question, i.e., “how many experiments 
are needed to perform ALE?” 
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Methods & Results 
 
Experimental and conceptual setting 
To avoid the ambiguous word “study”, there is a preference for the terms “paper” for an entire 
published scientific work and “experiment” for the individual comparisons reported therein. Even 
though the present simulation does not rely on the paper unit but on sets of distinct experiments to be 
assessed for convergence, we retain the general terminology for the sake of clarity. 
For all performed simulations, we selected the ground-truth location (i.e., the hypothetical “true” 
location of the effect of interest) to be at MNI coordinates -42 / 32 / 26, situated in the posterior part of 
the left middle frontal gyrus, without any particular motivation. Each simulation then entailed a variable 
number of experiments among the total numbers of experiments in that particular simulation, which 
activated at a location around this coordinate. That is, each simulation contained a certain number of 
experiments that featured activation foci in the target region, but importantly, these activation foci were 
not all located precisely at the target-location but rather randomly spread through the vicinity of this 
coordinate. This spatial spread captures the random variations of reported neuroimaging activation 
findings on a particular topic around a supposed true location of the underlying effect. For each 
combination of “total number of experiments” and “experiments activating the target-location”, we 
generated 500 simulations using empirically derived spread parameters as outlined next. 
One of the challenges when constructing a realistic simulation of ALE meta-analyses is to use 
simulation parameters that realistically reflect the distance of reported coordinates what may be 
considered the true location. Importantly, this spread is distinct from the spatial uncertainty associated 
with each individual focus in an ALE analysis. The latter describes how much the results for a single 
neuroimaging experiment may vary depending on between-subject and between-template variability, 
while the former describes the dispersion of reported foci from different experiments assessing the 
same effect. In order to provide empirical estimates on this spread that will then be used to construct 
the simulations, we assessed two pools of meta-analyses. The first pool contained 15 hand-coded 
datasets (Bzdok et al., 2012; Cieslik et al., 2015; Hardwick et al., 2013; Kohn et al., 2014; Rottschy et 
al., 2012). The second pool consisted of 105 datasets that were automatically extracted from the 
BrainMap database (www.brainmap.org; (Fox et al., 2014; Laird et al., 2011a; Laird et al., 2009)). This 
was achieved by combinations of the paradigm class and behavioral domain classifications (Laird et 
al., 2011a) that yielded between 30 and 200 experiments. For each of the ensuing meta-analysis 
datasets, we performed an ALE meta-analyses and subsequently identified the peaks of the ensuing 
Z-map (thresholded equivalent to p<0.001 uncorrected). In order to avoid assessment of multiple sub-
peaks within a larger cluster, we ranked the Z-encoded activation peaks by significance and started 
selection from the top, eliminating all lower peaks within 2 cm distance of the selected peaks. Next, we 
identified all experiments from the respective dataset that contributed to the respective peak location. 
Here contribution was defined by truncating the Gaussian probability distribution of each experiment at 
90% mass (i.e., its 3D confidence ellipsoid) and considering those experiments to contribute for which 
the peak was located within this Gaussian distribution with truncated tails. The distance between the 
coordinates for the contributing foci and the peak were then recorded and the sigma of the spatial 
spread (under isotropic Gaussian assumptions) computed from these. That is, we treated the peaks of 
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convergence obtained from ALE analyses of the different datasets as the best estimators of the true 
effect and quantified the spatial spread around these.   
As illustrated in Figure 1, the average of the standard deviation sigma reflecting the spread of 
contributing foci to a peak location was just over 3.5 mm, corresponding to a FWHM of ~9.5 mm. In 
spite of the differences between both pools of datasets, our assessment furthermore showed that for 
the vast majority of peaks from both hand-coded and automatically generated meta-analyses, the 
contributing experiments feature a spread between 3 and 4 mm. Small numbers of peaks showed 
spreads up to 2 and 5 mm, respectively. Importantly, these findings seem independent of the number 
of experiments that constitute the respective meta-analyses. Consequently, we configured the 500 
simulations for each combination of “total number of experiments” and “experiments activating the 
target-location” to used spreads (i.e., sigma parameter of the generated Gaussian distributions) of 2 
mm (50 times), 3 mm (200 times), 4 mm (200 times) and 5 mm (50 times) around the true location of 
the synthetic activation blobs. In this context, we would like to acknowledge, that both the computation 
of the spatial spread as well as the generation of the simulations are based on the assumption of 
stationary Gaussian distributions, i.e., the same assumptions that also underlie ALE. This is not only a 
strong assumption but necessary in the absence of voxel- wise empirical data on spatial uncertainty, 
but may also yield to somewhat optimistic estimates of sensitivity and power. 
 
Figure 1: Evaluation of the activation spread to be used in the simulations. We assessed 15 hand-coded 
datasets for topic-based ALE meta-analyses (left side) as well as 105 datasets defined by combinations of the 
Behavioral Domain and Paradigm class meta-data from BrainMap (right side). After identifying the principal 
significant peaks in the ALE meta-analysis map, we computed the standard deviation of foci that contributed to 
that peak. In spite of the differences between both sets of meta-analyses with respect, they show homogeneity 
with the contributing experiments with a similar concentration (3-4 mm standard deviation) in each case (upper 
panels). Importantly, this spread seems independent of the number of experiments that constitute the respective 
meta-analyses (lower panels). Based on these data, the 500 simulations used spreads of 2 mm (50 times), 3 
mm (200 times), 4 mm (200 times) and 5 mm (50 times) around the true location of the simulated effect. 
 
Hand-selected meta-analyses Meta-analyses by BrainMap labels 
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Experimental details of the simulations 
In this study, we performed ALE analyses on simulated datasets containing between 5 and 30 total 
experiments. Among these, between 1 and the minimum of 10 and the total number of experiments  
were randomly chosen to feature activation at the target-location. This yielded 245 distinct 
combinations of “total number of experiments” and “experiments activating the target-location”, i.e., 
distinct cases of meta-analyses. For each of these cases, we then generated 500 random datasets, 
yielding in total 122,500 datasets that provided the basis for the systematic assessment of the 
behavior of the ALE algorithm and the different methods for statistical thresholding. 
To create artificial datasets that are as realistic as possible, we used the BrainMap database to 
provide a distribution of the properties, in particular, the number of subjects as well as the number and 
location of foci, based on the current neuroimaging literature (www.brainmap.org). Importantly, this 
distribution was solely based on those experiments in BrainMap that report foci from healthy adults 
(i.e., studies with pathological populations or children were excluded) and were coded as “normal 
mapping studies” (i.e., intervention studies and group comparisons were excluded). Moreover, we 
restricted the analysis to peaks reflecting task-based activations, and discarded deactivations from the 
analysis. This resulted in approximately 7,200 eligible experiments at the time of analysis. For each 
experiment in each of the simulation datasets, we first determined the “number of subjects” by 
randomly drawing this parameter from the aforementioned 7,200 experiments. Independent of 
sampling the empirical subject numbers, we drew the “number of reported foci” for each experiment, 
again based on the distribution of this parameter among the normal mapping experiments in BrainMap 
(Laird et al., 2011a; Laird et al., 2009). Finally, for each experiment and independently from the other 
steps, the respective foci from the empirical distribution thereof in the BrainMap database were drawn. 
That is, for each experiment the number of subjects, the number of reported foci and the spatial 
distribution of foci in the simulation all corresponded to the distribution of neuroimaging literature 
stored in BrainMap, but were randomly reassembled by independent draws.  
Critically, for those experiments that were supposed to feature a “true” activation of the target-location, 
we replaced one of the foci by a coordinate that was located at -42 / 32 / 26 (the coordinates of the 
simulated effect of interest) with a random Gaussian displacement corresponding to the spread as 
described above.  
We than conducted state-of-the-art ALE analyses on the ensuing 122,500 datasets and performed 
statistical inference on significant convergence using voxel- and cluster-level FWE corrected at p<0.05 
(Eickhoff et al., 2012), voxel-level FDR corrected at p<0.05 (Laird et al., 2005) and uncorrected 
p<0.001 with an additional extent-threshold of 200 mm3. 
All simulations were run using in-house MATLAB scripts implementing the ALE algorithm as described 
in the respective publications (Eickhoff et al., 2009, 2012, Turkeltaub et al., 2012). 
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Behavior of ALE and p-values 
Figure 2 depicts the behavior of the ALE-scores and p-values at the local peak around the target-
location (4 mm search radius around the true location) in the 245 cases assessed in the current 
simulation, i.e., the distinct combinations of “total number of experiments” and “experiments activating 
the target-location”. ALE scores quantify the convergence of foci given the associated spatial 
uncertainty, while the p-values quantify, how likely such convergence is under the hull-hypothesis of 
random spatial association. Several important, reassuring observations on the obtained ALE scores 
and p-values may be noted.  
 
Figure 2: Characteristic behavior of the ALE scores and the corresponding p-values under the different 
simulation conditions as observed across 122,500 simulated ALE analyses. The total number of experiments in 
the respective simulated ALE is coded in a spectral sequence from 5 experiments (dark blue) to 30 experiments 
(dark red). The top left panel shows the average ALE-score (across simulations) at the simulated location (again 
using the highest local maximum within 4 voxels of the “true” location). ALE scores increase with number of 
experiments due to additional contribution of noise from other unrelated foci. The bottom left panel shows the 
average p-value (across simulations) at the simulated location (using the highest local maximum within 4 voxels 
of the “true” location). It shows that given the same number of experiments activating at a particular location, 
lower total numbers of experiments (i.e., greater prevalence of activated experiments) yield lower p-values. The 
right panel demonstrates the inverse relationships evident from the left panels by plotting ALE scores vs. p-
values for the simulated location (again using the highest local maximum within 4 voxels of the “true” location) for 
all 122,500 simulations. Higher total numbers of experiments lead to higher p-values for the same ALE scores 
or, conversely, require higher ALE scores for the same p-value. 
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As the number of experiments activating the target-location increases, the average ALE score (across 
simulations) increases almost linearly. In this context it should be reiterated that the ALE values are 
the union (rather than sum) of the respective probabilities for the individual experiments (Turkeltaub et 
al., 2002). Yet, in the considered range of values these are virtually identical. The ALE values also 
increased slightly but consistently as a function of the total number of experiments, independently of 
the number of experiments activating the target-location. This effect is most likely attributable to 
interference (superposition) of unrelated foci, which probabilistically increases as the number of 
experiments is increased when averaging across the 500 distinct simulations of each case. 
As expected, the p-value of the local peak at the target-location is also strongly dependent on the 
number of experiments featuring “true” activation at the target location. However, it decreases when 
the total number of experiments is increased. That is, given the same number of true activations, a 
higher amount of experiments that do not feature activation in the target location increases the p-value 
of the observed convergence, even though the ALE score is on average slightly increased due to 
random superposition. This behavior reflects the shift in the null-distribution, i.e., the distribution of 
ALE scores under the null-hypothesis of random spatial association, to higher values if the total 
number of experiments is increased. 
Plotting the peak ALE-score at the target-location against their p-values across all 122,500 simulations 
summarizes the above observations (Fig. 2, right). While higher ALE scores yield lower p-values, this 
relationship is systematically shifted according to the total number of experiments included in the 
simulated meta-analysis. A higher total number of experiments lead to higher p-values for the same 
ALE scores or, conversely, requires higher ALE scores for the same p-value. 
 
Excessive contribution of individual studies 
Empirically, it has repeatedly been noted that significant effects may be largely driven by even a single 
experiment if the total number of experiments is relatively low (Bzdok et al., 2011; Raemaekers et al., 
2007; Turkeltaub et al., 2012; Wager et al., 2007). This comes as no surprise. In a very small ALE 
analysis of, e.g., 6 experiments, ALE scores of a single experiment may already be close to 
significance relative to the overall null-distribution. This is especially the case with a higher number of 
subjects that result in a tighter Gaussian distributions and hence higher ALE scores (Eickhoff et al., 
2009b). Consequently, even minimal overlap of a second MA map may yield ALE scores that become 
significant. This observation has prompted anecdotal recommendations that “at least 10-15 
experiments” should be included in order to perform a meaningful ALE analysis (Eickhoff and Bzdok, 
2013). In order to remedy this unsatisfactory situation and to provide quantitative guidelines on the 
minimal number of experiments needed for thorough ALE analyses, we quantified the contribution of 
the most dominant individual experiments to the significant clusters under different thresholding 
conditions. Importantly, this analysis was based on the “true” location of the effect according to the 
structure of the BrainMap database (Langner et al., 2014). For each cluster that survived statistical 
thresholding, we computed the fraction of the ALE value that was accounted for by the one and two, 
respectively, most dominant experiments and, as well as the fraction accounted by the two most 
dominant experiments (Figure 3). This was computed as the ratio of the ALE values with and without 
the respective experiment. In this context, we need to acknowledge that the ALE computation (union 
of the MA-values) is actually a non-linear operation. However, as demonstrated in figure 2, in the 
actual (low) range of probability values encountered in ALE, the union in essentially equivalent to a 
linear summation. 
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It may be noted, that for voxel-level FWE thresholding, 8 experiments are enough to ensure that on 
average the contribution of the most dominant experiment is lower than 50%, but the two most 
dominant experiments explain more than 90% of the total ALE score. In turn, using cluster-level FWE 
thresholding, 17 experiments ensure that on average the contribution of the most dominant 
experiments is less than 50% whereas the contribution of the two most dominant experiments is less 
than 80%. When using uncorrected thresholding at p<0.001 at the voxel level with an additional 
extent-threshold of 200 mm3, as commonly seen in ALE papers, 28 experiments are needed to restrict 
the average contribution of the most dominant experiment to <50%. Finally, as we will explain later in 
detail (cf. Figure 6), for FDR thresholding the number of the additional clusters is strongly dependent 
on the number of experiments activating the “true” location. Consequently, FDR thresholding, which 
will figure least strongly in the following, is not included in the comparison.  
In summary, these data suggest that cluster-level thresholding does a very good job of controlling 
excessive contribution of one experiment to the ensuing significant findings if 17 or more experiments 
are included in the ALE analysis. This number is lower for voxel-level thresholding, where 8 
experiments ensure a contribution of <50% for the most dominant and 14 experiments a contribution 
of <80% of the two most dominant experiments. This, however, comes at a substantially reduced 
sensitivity as will be outlined in the next section. 
 
 
Figure 3: To quantify the empirical observation that significant effects may be largely driven by a single 
experiment if the total number of experiments is relatively low and hence to provide quantitative guidelines on 
the minimal number of experiments needed for valid ALE analyses, we quantified the number of experiments 
contributing to the significant clusters under different thresholding methods. This analysis is not based on the 
“true” location of the effect but rather on those at which random convergence happened through the structure of 
the BrainMap database. For each of these additional clusters, surviving statistical thresholding, we computed the 
fraction of the ALE value that was accounted for by the most dominant (top panel) and two most dominant (lower 
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panel) experiments. The light lines denote the average across the different number of experiments activating the 
“true” location and illustrate the robustness of these findings.  
It may be noted, that for voxel-level FWE thresholding, 8 experiments are enough to ensure that on average the 
contribution of the most dominant experiment is lower 50%, but the two most dominant experiments explain 
more than 90% of the total ALE score. Using cluster-level FWE thresholding, 17 experiments ensure a top-
contribution of less than 50% and a contribution of the two most dominant experiments of less than 80%. Given 
that for FDR thresholding the number of the additional clusters was strongly dependent on the number of 
experiments activating the “true” location as later seen in Figure 6, we did not consider FDR in this analysis. In 
summary, this data suggests that cluster-level thresholding does a very good job of controlling excessive 
contribution of one experiment if 17 or more experiments are included in an ALE analysis.  
 
Sensitivity 
As a next step, we quantified the sensitivity of ALE meta-analyses under different conditions, i.e., 
systematically varying the number of experiments activating the target location and the total number of 
experiments, using the four different thresholding approaches. In this context, sensitivity was provided 
by the fraction of the 500 random realizations that yielded a statistically significant finding at the 
location of the simulated true activation site. As illustrated in figure 4, the sensitivity is strongly related 
to the number of experiments featuring activation in the target location in a roughly sigmoid fashion.  
 
Figure 4: Sensitivity of ALE to detect the simulated true convergence given the number of experiments 
activating the target location. The total number of experiments in the respective analyses is coded in a spectral 
sequence from 5 experiments (dark blue) to 30 experiments (dark red). Three key aspects may be noted. First, a 
higher total number of experiments leads to a right-shift in the sensitivity curves. Second, independent of the 
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chosen statistical thresholding method and sample size, sensitivity curves converge to 100% when a sufficiently 
high number of experiments activates the “true” location. Third, cluster-level correction shows a higher sensitivity 
than voxel-level FDR and particularly voxel-level FWE thresholding. 
 
Three key aspects that characterize the sensitivity of ALE analyses may be noted. First, a higher total 
number of experiments leads to a right-shift in the sensitivity curves. That is, given the same number 
of experiments activating the target location, the sensitivity to correctly detect this convergence 
decreases when the total number of experiments increases. This evidently mirrors the behavior of 
(local peak) p-values described above. Second, independently of the chosen statistical thresholding 
method and total number of experiments, sensitivity converges to almost perfect recovery once a 
sufficiently high number of experiments activate the “true” location. How quickly perfect detection rate 
is observed, however, depends on the total number of experiments, reflecting the aforementioned 
right-shift, and importantly also the thresholding method chosen. As a third observation, the quite 
marked differences in sensitivity between the four assessed thresholding methods. As expected, the 
uncorrected method is most sensitive. In particular, uncorrected voxel-level thresholding in 
combination with an (arbitrary) extent threshold of >200 mm3 has at least 80% power when 4 
experiments activate the modeled true location (out of up to 30 experiments considered). Corrected 
inference methods have less power but differ considerably in the slope of the sensitivity curve. 
Cluster-level FWE correction represents the most sensitive approach, followed by voxel-level FDR 
correction. In turn, voxel-level FWE is the least sensitive approach, reaching 100% sensitivity only in 
cases where 10 experiments feature activation around the target location.  This is consistent behavior 
in traditional brain imaging where cluster-level inference typically exhibits superior power to voxel-level 
inference (Friston et al., 1996), though this difference must be considered in light of cluster-inference’s 
reduced spatial specificity relative to voxel-level inference. 
As shown in Figure 5, across all thresholding approaches the size of the excursion set strongly 
increases with the number of experiments activating around the target location. In turn, clusters 
become smaller when the total number of experiments increases given the same number of 
experiments activating at the target location. Strikingly, however, the ensuing clusters are much 
smaller when using voxel-level FWE or FDR correction as compared to cluster-level FWE correction, 
reflecting some combination of cluster-level’s greater power and voxel-level’s greater spatial 
specificity. In addition to underlining the differences in sensitivity between the different approaches, 
this observation also leads to another important consideration. When using voxel-level FWE 
thresholding in an ALE study, it is quite likely that the ensuing significant clusters are of very small 
size. In this context, it is worth reiterating that even a single voxel may allow for a significant finding, 
given the voxel-wise correction for multiple comparisons across the whole brain. Nevertheless, such 
findings are often very difficult to display and interpret, and may require an arbitrary re-thresholding to 
more clearly demonstrate the area of activation.  
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Figure 5: Cluster-size of the super-threshold cluster at the “true” location, i.e., the target of the simulation, in 
relationship to the total number of experiments and the number of experiments activating the target location. It 
becomes apparent that the cluster size increases strongly with the number of experiments activating the “true” 
location. In turn, clusters become smaller when the total number of experiments increases given the same 
number of experiments activating the target location. Finally, we note that FDR and in particular voxel-level FWE 
thresholding yields much smaller clusters than cluster-level FWE thresholding. 
 
Susceptibility to spurious convergence 
In a next step, we assessed the average (across random realizations of the same simulated ALE 
analysis) number of clusters of significant convergence outside of the target location. We emphasize 
that these are not equivalent to false positives in a strict sense, which would be controlled through 
correction for multiple comparisons. Rather, they reflect incidental convergence through the structure 
of the BrainMap database (Langner et al., 2014). Such convergence arises from the fact that the 
frequency of observed activations in neuroimaging experiments and hence also BrainMap is not 
homogeneous across the brain. Some brain regions like the anterior insula (Kurth et al., 2010; Yarkoni 
et al., 2011) and the posterior-medial frontal cortex (Muller et al., 2015) are more often activated than, 
for instance, the lateral temporal cortex. By randomly sampling the noise foci from BrainMap, the 
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current simulations thus reflect this bias, leading to incidental convergence outside the target location. 
Given that a similar structure should also be present in most real-world ALE analyses, as it most likely 
reflects task-set effects or epiphenomena of the neuroimaging setting, they should represent a very 
good approximation of how likely spurious findings are found. They would usually be considered false 
positives in usual neuroimaging settings. Yet, we would like to stress the distinction between false 
positive findings in the statistical sense and such incidental effects, which are true positives but 
conceptually spurious convergence. The advantage of the present set-up thus lies in the fact that the 
ground truth is known and by drawing resamples from the known BrainMap sample (which is itself a 
sample of the unknown population of neuroimaging studies) we can quantify the uncertainty (as 
interval estimates), which is conceptually similar to bootstrapping approaches (Efron and Tibshirani, 
1994). 
 
Figure 6: Average number of additional clusters of significant convergence outside of the “true”, i.e., target 
location in relationship to the total number of experiments, and the number of experiments activating the target 
location and the significance thresholding. Given that the distribution of the entire BrainMap database is known, 
these analyses allow quantifying deviations from the ground truth, similar to false positive findings. As can be 
seen, both voxel- and cluster-level FWE correction yield very low numbers of additional clusters. In turn, two 
interesting and orthogonal patterns may be noted for uncorrected thresholds and voxel-level FDR correction. 
When using the former (p<0.001 at the voxel level with k>200mm3) the number of additional clusters depends 
primarily on the total number of experiments entering the ALE. This may be expected because the chance for 
additional overlap increases if more experiments are present. For voxel-level FDR correction, however, the 
number of additional “false positive” clusters depends strongly on the number of experiments activating the 
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target location, i.e., the “true” effect. This effect may be explained by figure 5, considering that a higher number 
of significant voxels at the target location allow for more false positive voxels. 
 
Reassuringly, both voxel- and cluster-level FWE correction yielded very low numbers of additional 
clusters independently of the number of experiments activating the target location and the total 
number of experiments (Figure 6). That is, controlling the FWE seems to be a very potent approach to 
limiting the likelihood of finding incidental convergence. In turn, when performing uncorrected 
thresholding (p<0.001 at the voxel level with an extent threshold of 200mm3) the number of additional 
clusters is not only substantially higher but also depends heavily on the total number of experiments 
entering the ALE. While this effect can be expected given that the chance for additional overlap 
increases if more experiments are present, it also indicates that uncorrected thresholding even with an 
additional (arbitrary) extent threshold does a very bad job in controlling for incidental findings. 
Consequently, most results based on uncorrected thresholds may be expected to contain additional, 
spuriously significant clusters. The more worrisome pattern, however, is found for FDR correction 
(Laird et al., 2005). Here the number of incidental clusters depends strongly on the number of 
experiments activating the target location, i.e., the “true” effect. Again, this effect is actually to be 
expected. As evident in figure 5, the number of significant voxels in the target region strongly 
increases with the number of experiments activating here. In turn, a higher number of significant 
voxels at the target location allow for more false positive voxels when the false positive rate is 
controlled (Genovese et al., 2002). Given the spatial smoothness of ALE data, these false positive 
voxels are then usually aggregated to form spurious clusters. Our simulations are thus in line with 
previous considerations (Chumbley and Friston, 2009) regarding the inappropriateness of FDR for 
inference on fMRI data and underlines that FDR correction is also not appropriate for ALE meta-
analyses. 
  
Power analysis for inference on the underlying population of experiments 
As noted above, the sensitivity of ALE to detect a true effect is positively related to the number of 
experiments activating the target location but at the same time negatively related to the total number 
of experiments. This may seem to contradict the idea that a higher number of experiments should 
result in greater power to detect subtle effects. Here we need to introduce a critical distinction between 
the sensitivity to detect convergence within a given sample of experiments and the power to reveal an 
effect present in the underlying population of experiments from which the analyzed ones are sampled. 
In the latter context, the “effect size” is given by the proportion of the experiments in the underlying 
population showing activation at a given location. The analyzed experiments are then assumed to 
represent random samples from this underlying population. Fundamentally, the power to detect a 
given effect (with an effect size as denoted above) then depends on the probability that x out of N 
experiments in an ALE analysis show the effect and the sensitivity of the ALE to identify it. The former 
probability can easily be derived from the “effect size” using a binomial distribution, the latter is 
provided by the current simulation study. Whereas the simulation results above are computed for a 
fixed and known number of truly active studies, we can extend these results to a random and unknown 
number of truly active studies using a binomial distribution.  If      is the power for x truly active 
studies, we can compute expected power when proportion p studies are expected as 
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where            is the binomial probability of observing x out of N counts, each occurring with 
success probability p. 
 
  
Figure 7: Power of inference on the underlying population of experiments assuming different “effect sizes” 
(proportion of the experiments in the underlying population showing an effect at a given location). The power to 
detect a given effect in the underlying population depends on the probability that x out of N experiments in an 
ALE analysis (assumed to be random samples from the underlying population) show the effect and the 
sensitivity of the ALE to identify it (cf. Figure 4). The total number of experiments in the respective simulated ALE 
is again coded in a spectral sequence. In spite of the differences in power between the thresholding methods, 
two trends are noticed. ALE analyses with less than 10-50 experiments yield a low power to find consistent 
effects. Even ALE analyses with 30 experiments are not very highly powered to reveal rare effects. In addition, 
we note that voxel-level FDR thresholding combines a low sensitivity (cf. Figure 4) with a high potential for false 
positive or spurious findings especially when there is a strong true effect (cf. figure 6). 
 
The results of these power-computations (figure 7) reveal three main trends. First, the power is 
markedly different between the thresholding methods. Given that the likelihood of drawing x out of N 
experiments that feature an activation effect under the assumption of a certain effect size is fixed, this 
directly reflects the differences in sensitivity alluded to previously. Second, ALE analyses with less 
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than 10-50 experiments yield a low power to even find very consistent effects. In fact, even ALE 
analyses with 30 experiments are not very highly powered to reveal low effect-sizes, i.e., effects that 
are only present in a smaller proportion of the underlying population of experiments. Finally, we note 
that voxel-level FDR thresholding combines low sensitivity (cf. Figure 4) and hence power with a high 
potential for false positive or spurious findings when there is a strong true effect (cf. figure 6). 
 
Figure 8: Sample size calculations for ALE meta-analyses assuming a desired power of 80% given different 
“effect sizes” (proportion of the experiments in the underlying population showing an effect at a given location) 
for each of the four assessed thresholding approaches.  
 
The probably even more important consideration with respect to power is the question regarding the 
required number of experiments for an ALE analysis. Above we argued that in order to limit the 
influence of any single experiment on the ensuing results, i.e., to avoid clusters that are predominantly 
driven by an individual experiment, between 8 (voxel-level FWE) and 17 experiments (cluster-level 
FWE) are needed. The sample size calculations for ALE meta-analyses assuming a desired power of 
80% given different “effect sizes” (proportion of the experiments in the underlying population showing 
an effect at a given location) displayed in figure 8 complement this impression. As may be noted, a 
sample size of 17 experiments assessed using cluster-level FWE inference yields an 80% power to 
detect effects that are present in about a third of the underlying population. In other words, only 
relatively consistent effects may be detected with sufficient power using the recommended minimum 
number of experiments. In turn, 80% power to detect an effect size of 0.2, i.e., a finding that is present 
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in one out of five experiments, is only present when more than 30 experiments are included in the ALE 
analysis, given cluster-level FWE thresholding.  
This evidently raises the question as to which effect sizes may reasonably be expected for ALE 
analyses. While this depends on the subject under investigation, we provide some first insight into this 
matter in figure 8 illustrating the “effect sizes” for the real-life ALE analyses. Here we used the same 
datasets as in Figure 1, and combined them with the sample-size calculations for cluster-level FWE 
inference. It may be noted, that strong effects such as 40% or more of a dataset showing a particular 
effect are rare, while “effect sizes” of 0.2 - 0.25 are much more common.  
 
Figure 9: Illustration of “effect sizes” (proportion of the experiments in the underlying population showing an 
effect at a given location) found for real-life ALE analyses. Here we used the same datasets as in Figure 1 and 
combined them with the sample-size calculations for cluster-level FWE inference. Red lines correspond to peaks 
from the hand-coded datasets for topic-based ALE meta-analyses and blue lines to the datasets defined by 
combinations of the Behavioral Domain and Paradigm class meta-data in BrainMap. Note that strong effects 
such as 40% or more of a dataset showing a particular effect are rare, while “effect sizes” of 0.2 - 0.25 are much 
more common.  
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Discussion 
 
Conceptual considerations 
The present empirical simulation study based on the BrainMap database provides a quantitative 
assessment of the statistical properties of ALE analyses. These parameters for the simulations, in 
particular the assumed spatial spread around a “true” location were based on a large number of stored 
meta-analyses and moreover converged nicely between hand-coded and automatically generated 
datasets. Consequently, we feel confident, that the simulations reflect real-world situations that 
researchers will encounter when performing future ALE analyses in everyday research practice. In that 
context, we need to acknowledge, however, that the true spread around a hypothetical location of 
activation must remain unknown, as we can only provide estimates based on databased empirical 
observations. Moreover, it may be discussed whether indeed something like “the” true location of an 
effect exists, given recent accounts of distributed coding and representation (Bzdok et al., 2015; 
Haxby, 2012; Kriegeskorte, 2009; Rissman and Wagner, 2012). It may additionally be argued that 
different variations of a behavioral task may recruit slightly different locations within a larger brain 
region, rendering the current estimates a mixture of systematic effects and random noise.  
While important on the conceptual level, these considerations do not change the fact that such effects 
should be equally present in the (future) ALE analyses as they are in the simulations. This highlights 
the advantage of basing the simulations on empirical information, rendering them a faithful reflection of 
the phenomena under investigation. Moreover, by using a resampled dataset from the BrainMap 
database to construct the simulations, we ensured that all parameters that otherwise would have to be 
set manually reflect the distribution thereof in a large sample of published neuroimaging studies. This 
in particular pertains to the number of subjects and reported number of foci in each experiment as well 
as the localization of the “noise” foci. We would thus argue, that our results should represent a realistic 
reflection of situations that are encountered when conducting meta-analyses and should therefore 
generalize to real-life settings. 
 
Recommendations for statistical inference 
From the observations that were made by assessing >120,000 realistically simulated analyses using 
the four commonly applied inference methods, several recommendations may be derived. 
x Cluster-level family-wise error (FWE) thresholding was observed to provide the best 
compromise between sensitivity and specificity and is hence recommended for inference on ALE 
analyses. In particular, our analysis showed that cluster-level FWE corrected inference is almost as 
sensitive to true effects as uncorrected thresholding and consequently provides substantially higher 
power than voxel-level FWE or FDR thresholding. Importantly, this high sensitivity is not offset by a 
higher susceptibility to incidental convergence. Here we would like to reiterate, that the latter may not 
be easily equated with “false positives” in the statistical sense. Rather, these effects represent 
spurious convergence due to the non-homogeneous likelihood of activating any particular voxel in the 
brain in neuroimaging (Fox et al., 2014; Laird et al., 2011b; Langner et al., 2014). In the context of a 
specific ALE meta-analysis, however, such incidental convergence due to the fact that a region may 
be frequently activated would often be broadly equivalent to a false positive relative to the subject 
under investigation.  
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x We would strongly discourage the use of voxel-wise false-discovery rate (FDR) thresholding in 
the context of ALE meta-analyses. As previously pointed out, voxel-wise FDR correction, the type 
considered here and almost exclusively used in ALE analysis is not appropriate for inference on 
topological features such as regions of significant convergence of a smooth dataset (Chumbley and 
Friston, 2009). The present investigation corroborates this notion by showing that voxel-level FDR 
correction entails both relatively low sensitivity and a high susceptibility to spurious, false positive 
findings. Moreover, it also highlights another negative property of FDR thresholding, namely 
dependence of the latter on the strength of true convergence in other parts of the brain. If there are 
regions in the image where a strong effect is present, other regions are most likely to be declared 
significant as well as compared to a situation where the former is not present (Genovese et al., 2002). 
This is inherently correct in the logic of the false discovery rate as the number of false positives will 
scale with the number of voxels declared significant which in turn will depend on the presence of true 
effects. It however implies whether a voxel, such as in the occipital lobe is declared significant or not 
may depend on the magnitude of convergence in the prefrontal cortex. In summary, FDR thresholding 
should thus be avoided for inference on ALE analyses. 
x With respect to uncorrected thresholding, our analyses confirmed previous expectations. 
Namely, uncorrected thresholding, even in combination with an additional extent threshold is very 
prone to reveal spurious findings. Moreover, results are extremely likely to be driven by only a single 
dominant experiment. Consequently, uncorrected inference is to be avoided. 
Finally, voxel-level FWE corrected thresholding may be too conservative for most applications, apart 
from maybe those in which hundreds of experiments are analyzed and hence more stringent inference 
is desired. It does offer an excellent protection from declaring incidental overlap significant and also 
makes it very unlikely that significant results are predominantly driven by a single experiment. On the 
other hand, considering that cluster-level FWE thresholding performs similarly well in these aspects 
and at the same time offers higher sensitivity and, on a pragmatic perspective, also avoids very small 
and hence hardly interpretable clusters, we would argue that the latter should be preferred. In this 
context, however, we would like to stress the conceptual differences between cluster- and voxel-level 
thresholding. In particular, when applying the former, significance is achieved by the cluster as a 
whole through its spatial extent, which is evaluated against a non-parametric null-distribution thereof. 
When applying cluster-level correction, one can thus not make claims about any particular voxel within 
the cluster being (most) significant, even though peak coordinates are often -inappropriately - reported 
in such situation. This predicament becomes particularly obvious, when a significant cluster spans 
multiple anatomical areas. To illustrate this point, if a cluster covers both the anterior insula and the 
inferior frontal gyrus, one cannot necessarily infer that both regions show convergence but rather only 
that the entire super-threshold cluster covering both regions is larger than expected by chance. In turn, 
voxel-level correction allows to attribute significance to each voxel above the respective threshold and 
therefore a somewhat better allocation to a specific brain region. 
 
How many experiments are needed for an ALE analysis? 
There is no single right answer to this question. Each topic and hence each dataset will have its 
idiosyncrasies with respect to many potentially influencing parameters, such as the heterogeneity of 
the included experiments, the variability of peak locations in these experiments, the average number 
of subjects and so on. Furthermore, there are two different levels to this question. Namely, how many 
experiments are needed to avoid results that are largely driven by one experiment and how many 
experiments are needed to have sufficient statistical power for detecting less consistent effects. The 
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current simulation study addressed both aspects based on a large dataset that should be well 
representative for situations encountered in current neuroimaging meta-analyses and yielded a rather 
clear answer to at least the first question.  
Based on the obtained results, we would make a strong case for including at least 17 experiments into 
an ALE meta-analysis to control the influence of any individual experiment. This recommendation is 
based on the observation that, when controlling for multiple comparisons using cluster-level family 
wise error correction, from this size on, the average contribution of the most dominant experiment to 
any above-threshold cluster is less than half and the two most dominant experiments contribute on 
average less than 80%. While the absolute numbers, in particular the criterion of 50% contribution for 
the most dominant experiment, may be disputed, this recommendation is well in line with our empirical 
evidence across many ALE analyses on a large range of topics. In particular, in line with the data 
summarized in figure 3 we observed that in analyses involving less than 10 experiments, it becomes 
very likely that results are largely driven by a singly experiment. This is in particular the case if there is 
a marked heterogeneity in the number of subjects involved in the different experiments. More 
specifically, this is quite likely to happen if one experiment is based on a substantially larger N than the 
remaining ones and hence features a tighter Gaussian leading to higher voxel-wise probabilities 
around the reported foci (Eickhoff et al., 2009b). In this case, even a relatively minor contribution from 
a second experiment will almost certainly move the ensuing ALE scores above the significance 
threshold. From the current simulations, however, it became clear that previous recommendation “at 
least 10-15 experiments should be included in an ALE meta-analyses” was still somewhat optimistic 
and needs to be adjusted upwardly closer to 20.  
We acknowledge that a robust approach to ensure that results are not driven by any one experiment 
may be provided by the use of jackknife analyses, that is, re-computation of the ALE analysis while in 
turn leaving out each experiment from the dataset. There is no question that results obtained 
throughout all realizations of the jackknife procedure must be considered robustly present in the 
dataset and not dependent on any one experiment (Amanzio et al., 2013; Palaniyappan et al., 2012). 
There are, however, two downsides to using this statistical procedure as primary inferential tool, which 
became most apparent when considering the two extreme cases, i.e., meta-analyses involving very 
few and very many experiments. In the latter case, repeating the full analysis, including the calculation 
of the cluster-size null-distribution as many times as there are experiments will be extremely 
computationally expensive and hence impractical. Moreover, our simulations also indicated, that in 
these cases jackknife analyses will not really be necessary, given that already in the case of 30 
experiments the influence of any one or two experiments becomes quite limited. The other case is 
conceptually more interesting, though. When only including, e.g., less than ten experiments, jackknife 
analyses may indeed establish that an effect is not driven by any individual study. However, such 
analyses will quickly turn out very conservative while on the other hand not offering any protection 
against results driven by two experiments, given that in the even smaller sample it becomes likely that 
the non-removed one may drive the results by itself. Finally, as discussed below, we would argue the 
idea of meta-analyses as a quantitative assessment of convergence in the current literature is 
undermined when only a handful of experiments may actually be integrated. One of the reasons is that 
such analyses would be really ill-powered, which brings us to the second aspect of the question of 
how many experiments are needed for an ALE meta-analyses. 
The concept of statistical power is intimately linked to the notion of effect size given the two 
fundamental questions of any power analysis, i.e., “what is the effect size that is reasonably likely to 
be detected with the current sample size” and “what sample size is needed for a sufficient likelihood of 
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finding a particular effect size”. The notion of effect-size, however, is somewhat tricky in ALE meta-
analyses, as in contrast to classical behavioral meta-analyses neuroimaging meta-analyses assess 
spatial convergence (Eickhoff et al., 2009b; Kober and Wager, 2010; Radua and Mataix-Cols, 2012). 
In fact, ALE is in stark contrast to behavioral “effect-size” meta-analyses by not considering the size of 
the reported effects (Cheung et al., 2012; Jones, 1995) but rather their location and associated spatial 
uncertainty. Nevertheless, there is a rather straightforward notion of effect-size in ALE meta-analyses, 
namely the fraction of experiments that activate at a particular location (or rather in that region, as the 
individual experiments will show some spread around the hypothetical true location). Here we present 
power-estimates for ALE meta-analyses based on this concept of effect-size for the first time.  
We would like to point out, that in the context of power-calculations effect-size pertains to the 
(unknown) underlying population of experiments of which the included ones are considered a random 
sample. That is, the effect size is the proportion of experiments in the underlying population that show 
an effect at a given location. For any desired effect-size the power of an ALE analysis may then be 
computed as the likelihood of drawing x experiments that show the effect among N total experiments 
multiplied by the likelihood to find an effect present in x / N experiments, summed over all values of x. 
From the respective power-curves (Figure 7) and the ensuing sample-size calculations needed for 
80% power (Figure 8), it becomes obvious, that samples sizes needed to control the influence of any 
individual experiment as discussed above only provide adequate power for rather strong effects, i.e., 
those present in about a third of all experiments. Even worse, ALE analyses with only <10 
experiments only have good power to likely detect effects that are present in every second 
experiment. In other words, ALE meta-analyses including fewer than close to 20 experiments but in 
particular those based on less than ten run a high danger to obtain results that are driven by an 
individual experiment and only have sufficient power to detect effects that are extremely obvious. 
Considering the sample-size calculations presented in figure 8, we would suspect that a majority of the 
present ALE literature may actually be underpowered, given that only sample sizes of more than 30 
experiments yield sufficient power to detect an effect that is present in 1/5 of all experiments in the 
underlying population. Conversely, many published meta-analyses may have only been likely to detect 
very consistent effects. While this is clearly not a desirable situation, we would not consider the 
presence of low-powered ALE analyses by itself to be a major problem. Rather, we would argue that 
the combination of low power with the increased susceptibility to effects driven by a single experiment 
and the increased temptation to use less adequate thresholding (namely, uncorrected thresholds or 
voxel-level FDR) to be a potentially dangerous constellation leading to both false negative and false 
positive findings. Finally, returning to the original question of how many experiments are needed for 
ALE meta-analysis, we recommend that when using cluster-level FWE thresholding, approximately 20 
experiments should be considered the lower bound for valid and decently powered analyses.   
 
Are the results transferable to other approaches for coordinate-based meta-analyses? 
While one of the most widely used methods for coordinate-based meta-analyses, ALE is by far not the 
only approach towards this goal. Rather, multi-level kernel density analysis (MKDA (Kober and Wager, 
2010; Nee et al., 2007; Wager et al., 2009)) and signed difference map analysis (SDM (Palaniyappan 
et al., 2012; Radua and Mataix-Cols, 2012; Radua et al., 2010)) have likewise been frequently used to 
investigate convergence across functional and structural neuroimaging experiments.  
While all algorithms (ALE, MKDA and SDM) are based on the same fundamental idea of delineating 
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those locations in the brain where the coordinates reported for a particular paradigm or comparison 
show an above-chance convergence, there are several distinctions in the implementation of this aim. 
Whereas ALE and SDM investigate where the location probabilities reflecting the spatial uncertainty 
associated with the foci overlap, MKDA tests how many foci are reported close to any individual voxel. 
All approaches avoid excessive summation through neighboring foci from a same experiment by 
limiting maximum values and involve some form of permutation / relocation procedure for establishing 
(corrected) significance, though the exact concepts and implementations vary considerably across 
methods. Moreover, MKDA and SDM allow emphasizing, i.e., up-weighting, foci derived from 
conservatively corrected analyses. This feature is not present in the probabilistic approach taken by 
ALE (Kober and Wager, 2010; Radua et al., 2010). A distinct feature of SDM relative to MKDA and 
ALE, finally, is the possibility to integrate positive and negative effects in a same map in order to 
cancel out regions in which both are present (Radua and Mataix-Cols, 2012). While cursory, this 
overview hopefully illustrates that the concepts and machinery differ considerably between ALE, 
MKDA and SDM. This is in spite of the fact that all three approaches are widely used and thoroughly 
validated methods for coordinate-based meta-analyses and often yields comparable results to each 
other and image-based meta-analyses (Salimi-Khorshidi et al., 2009).  
Consequently, we would urge caution when trying to extrapolate the current observations on 
sensitivity and power for ALE meta-analyses to MKDA and SDM. This is in particular true for SDM: if 
statistical parametric maps rather than (only) foci are included or effect size maps are estimated from 
t-values reported in individual studies, behavior and power of such analyses should be fundamentally 
different from the case investigated here.  
Nevertheless, we would consider the advice to strive for sufficiently high numbers of included 
experiments in any meta-analysis to be valid independently of the employed algorithm, based on two 
considerations. On the algorithmic level, meta-analyses based on a lower number of experiments 
easily run into the problem that significant “convergence” may be strongly or even exclusively driven 
by a single experiment. Perhaps even more importantly, however, on the conceptual level the value of 
a meta-analysis, as integration across a broader set of previous findings in order to identify robust 
convergence, may be driven ad absurdum when only a handful of experiments are assessed. 
However, we have no indication whether the estimated lower bound of ~20 experiments, the 
observation that the sensitivity of ALE is primarily related to the absolute number of converging foci in 
spite of the right-shift of this curve by the number of “noise” experiments also holds for MKDA and 
SDM. Likewise, the power-calculations for different proportions of true effects in the underlying 
(unknown) population of experiments, which directly depend on the sensitivity-curves, should be 
specific to ALE.  
In summary, we would thus consider the recommendation of striving for sample sizes >20 experiments 
useful for all types of coordinate-based meta-analyses, even though we have no quantitative data to 
substantiate this claim with respect to MKDA and SDM. 
 
Relevance for meta-analytic co-activation modeling 
In addition to topic-based meta-analyses, i.e., studies integrating previous neuroimaging findings on a 
particular type of mental process or task, there is a growing interest in using meta-analytic methods for 
the assessment of task-based interaction patterns (Eickhoff et al., 2010; Fox et al., 2014; Laird et al., 
2013). The fundamental idea behind these types of location-based meta-analyses is to assess which 
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regions are co-active above chance given activation in a predefined region of interest as a marker of 
functional connectivity between them (Robinson et al., 2010; Rottschy et al., 2013). Practically, this is 
usually implemented by filtering a database such as BrainMap or Neurosynth (Yarkoni et al., 2011) to 
only retrieve experiments that feature at least one focus of activation in the seed region. In the next 
step, an (ALE) meta-analysis is then performed over the identified experiments to quantify across-
experiment convergence. The highest convergence will probably be found in the seed region, but 
significant convergence outside the seed indicates significant co-activation. Meta-Analytic Co-
Activation Modeling (MACM) thus provides a complementary aspect of long-range integration relative 
to measures such as resting-state functional connectivity or structural covariance (Clos et al., 2014; 
Hardwick et al., 2015). 
 
It is important to stress that topic- and location-based meta-analyses use the same underlying 
algorithms to assess above-chance convergence between experiments and differ only with respect to 
the way that these are defined (either based on the experimental context that is assessed or the fact 
that they activate a particular region of interest). Consequently, we argue that the same considerations 
with respect to inference-approaches, sample-size and power should also hold for MACM studies. We 
would therefore amend the above recommendations only by two specific aspects. First, in the case of 
a small seed region and/or a seed that is located in a part of the brain that is not very densely covered 
by neuroimaging foci, it may be necessary to include a spatial fudge-factor. That is, rather than 
considering only those experiments that activate within the seed region, it may be advantageous to 
additionally include those that are within, e.g., 5 mm of the seed in order to obtain a sufficient number 
of experiments. In the opposite case, i.e., when dealing with a region of interest that yields a very high 
number of experiments, it may be helpful to use voxel-rather than cluster-level FWE in order to render 
the analyses more conservative and avoid over-powered inference. 
 
Conclusions 
Coordinate-based meta-analyses by means of activation likelihood estimation meta-analyses have 
enjoyed considerable success over the last decade. Particularly ALE has been applied to a wide range 
of different topics from cognitive (Chase et al., 2015; Molenberghs et al., 2012), affective (Kohn et al., 
2014; Lamm et al., 2011) and motor (King et al., 2014; Yuan and Brown, 2015) neuroscience to the 
neurobiology of neurological (Herz et al., 2014; Rehme et al., 2012) and psychiatric (Bludau et al., 
2015; Chan et al., 2011; Goodkind et al., 2015) disorders. Given the ever-growing expansion of ALE 
meta-analyses into smaller research areas in which the eligible literature is not as abundant as for, 
e.g., working memory or social cognitive tasks, the question regarding the number of experiments that 
is necessary to perform a valid ALE analyses has become increasingly important over the last years. 
Likewise, several different methods for statistical inference, including cluster- and voxel-level FWE 
correction, false-discovery rate thresholding and also uncorrected inference combined with extent 
thresholds, have been proposed and frequently used in the context of ALE analyses without informed 
recommendation on which one is most appropriate.  
In the present paper, we characterized the behavior of ALE analyses and addressed the two questions 
raised in the last paragraph by means of >120,000 datasets simulated using realistic parameters and 
distributions and assessed using the current ALE algorithm. From the analyses of these simulated 
datasets, which should be well representative of those that may be encountered in future ALE 
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projects, we formulate two main recommendations. First, cluster-level family wise-error thresholding 
represents the inference approach of choice, while voxel-level FWE thresholding is adequate but very 
conservative. In turn, uncorrected or voxel-level FDR inference should be avoided. Second, in order to 
avoid results that are dominated by one or two individual experiments and to have sufficient power to 
detect moderately sized effects, ALE analyses should at least be based on ~20 experiments, 
preferentially more. 
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Appendix: Behavioral domains and paradigm classes for the BrainMap generated 
datasets 
BD: Emotion / PC: Face Monitor/Discrimination -> 90 Experiments 
BD: Emotion / PC: Cued Explicit Recognition -> 35 Experiments 
BD: Emotion / PC: Passive Viewing -> 80 Experiments 
BD: Emotion / PC: Visuospatial Attention -> 29 Experiments 
BD: Emotion / PC: Emotion Induction -> 136 Experiments 
BD: Emotion / PC: Encoding -> 38 Experiments 
BD: Emotion / PC: Film Viewing -> 46 Experiments 
BD: Emotion / PC: Task Switching -> 48 Experiments 
BD: Emotion / PC: Music Comprehension/Production -> 22 Experiments 
BD: Emotion / PC: Theory of Mind -> 26 Experiments 
BD: Emotion / PC: Affective Pictures -> 40 Experiments 
BD: Emotion / PC: Deception -> 46 Experiments 
BD: Emotion / PC: Delay Discounting -> 39 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Attention / PC: Reward -> 46 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Attention / PC: Finger Tapping/Button Press -> 25 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Attention / PC: Cued Explicit Recognition -> 22 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Attention / PC: Visuospatial Attention -> 71 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Attention / PC: Go/No-Go -> 175 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Attention / PC: Encoding -> 40 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Attention / PC: Stroop -> 142 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Attention / PC: Task Switching -> 111 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Attention / PC: Classical Conditioning -> 73 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Attention / PC: Wisconsin Card Sorting Test -> 46 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Attention / PC: Affective Pictures -> 39 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Attention / PC: Flanker -> 28 Experiments 
BD: Cognition / PC: Face Monitor/Discrimination -> 29 Experiments 
BD: Cognition / PC: Finger Tapping/Button Press -> 24 Experiments 
BD: Cognition / PC: Counting/Calculation -> 118 Experiments 
BD: Cognition / PC: Film Viewing -> 25 Experiments 
BD: Cognition / PC: Task Switching -> 39 Experiments 
BD: Cognition / PC: Delay Discounting -> 39 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Language.Semantics / PC: Word Generation (Covert) -> 114 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Language.Semantics / PC: Reasoning -> 44 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Language.Semantics / PC: Reading (Covert) -> 37 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Language.Semantics / PC: Word Generation (Overt) -> 65 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Language.Semantics / PC: Naming (Overt) -> 94 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Language.Semantics / PC: Naming (Covert) -> 74 Experiments 
BD: Action.Execution / PC: Face Monitor/Discrimination -> 23 Experiments 
BD: Action.Execution / PC: Visual Distractor/Visual Attention -> 24 Experiments 
BD: Action.Execution / PC: Go/No-Go -> 22 Experiments 
BD: Action.Execution / PC: Flexion/Extension -> 126 Experiments 
BD: Action.Execution / PC: Saccades -> 100 Experiments 
BD: Action.Execution / PC: Sequence Recall/Learning -> 24 Experiments 
BD: Action.Execution / PC: Grasping -> 33 Experiments 
BD: Action.Execution / PC: Chewing/Swallowing -> 34 Experiments 
BD: Action.Execution / PC: Pointing -> 27 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Language.Speech / PC: Word Generation (Covert) -> 140 Experiments 
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BD: Cognition.Language.Speech / PC: Reading (Covert) -> 20 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Language.Speech / PC: Reading (Overt) -> 87 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Language.Speech / PC: Word Generation (Overt) -> 84 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Language.Speech / PC: Naming (Overt) -> 74 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Language.Speech / PC: Pitch Monitor/Discrimination -> 20 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Language.Speech / PC: Naming (Covert) -> 73 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Language.Speech / PC: Recitation/Repetition (Overt) -> 24 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Memory.Explicit / PC: Semantic Monitor/Discrimination -> 44 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Memory.Explicit / PC: Encoding -> 92 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Memory.Explicit / PC: Paired Associate Recall -> 125 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Memory.Explicit / PC: Episodic Recall -> 61 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Memory.Explicit / PC: Imagined Objects/Scenes -> 24 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Memory.Working / PC: Face Monitor/Discrimination -> 20 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Memory.Working / PC: Encoding -> 55 Experiments 
BD: Perception.Vision.Shape / PC: Face Monitor/Discrimination -> 61 Experiments 
BD: Perception.Vision.Shape / PC: Passive Viewing -> 38 Experiments 
BD: Perception.Vision.Shape / PC: Visuospatial Attention -> 47 Experiments 
BD: Perception.Vision.Shape / PC: Mental Rotation -> 121 Experiments 
BD: Perception.Audition / PC: Passive Listening -> 105 Experiments 
BD: Perception.Audition / PC: Phonological Discrimination -> 26 Experiments 
BD: Perception.Audition / PC: Tone Monitor/Discrimination -> 69 Experiments 
BD: Perception.Audition / PC: Pitch Monitor/Discrimination -> 47 Experiments 
BD: Perception.Somesthesis / PC: Tactile Monitor/Discrimination -> 115 Experiments 
BD: Perception.Somesthesis / PC: Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation -> 44 Experiments 
BD: Perception.Somesthesis / PC: Acupuncture -> 31 Experiments 
BD: Perception.Vision / PC: Visual Distractor/Visual Attention -> 97 Experiments 
BD: Perception.Vision / PC: Visuospatial Attention -> 26 Experiments 
BD: Action.Inhibition / PC: Go/No-Go -> 155 Experiments 
BD: Action.Inhibition / PC: Anti-Saccades -> 27 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Reasoning / PC: Semantic Monitor/Discrimination -> 45 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Reasoning / PC: Reasoning -> 134 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Reasoning / PC: Wisconsin Card Sorting Test -> 39 Experiments 
BD: Perception.Vision.Motion / PC: Saccades -> 107 Experiments 
BD: Perception.Vision.Motion / PC: Anti-Saccades -> 27 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Social Cognition / PC: Theory of Mind -> 82 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Social Cognition / PC: Deception -> 50 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Language.Phonology / PC: Phonological Discrimination -> 112 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Space / PC: Visuospatial Attention -> 43 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Space / PC: Mental Rotation -> 108 Experiments 
BD: Action.Execution.Speech / PC: Reading (Overt) -> 56 Experiments 
BD: Action.Execution.Speech / PC: Word Generation (Overt) -> 35 Experiments 
BD: Action.Execution.Speech / PC: Recitation/Repetition (Overt) -> 48 Experiments 
BD: Perception.Gustation / PC: Taste -> 85 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Language.Orthography / PC: Reading (Covert) -> 57 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Language.Orthography / PC: Orthographic Discrimination -> 50 Experiments 
BD: Emotion.Fear / PC: Face Monitor/Discrimination -> 69 Experiments 
BD: Action.Imagination / PC: Imagined Movement -> 81 Experiments 
BD: Emotion.Happiness / PC: Face Monitor/Discrimination -> 60 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Language.Syntax / PC: Semantic Monitor/Discrimination -> 46 Experiments 
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BD: Action.Observation / PC: Face Monitor/Discrimination -> 26 Experiments 
BD: Action.Observation / PC: Film Viewing -> 36 Experiments 
BD: Action.Observation / PC: Action Observation -> 47 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Music / PC: Music Comprehension/Production -> 71 Experiments 
BD: Interoception.Sexuality / PC: Passive Viewing -> 20 Experiments 
BD: Interoception.Sexuality / PC: Film Viewing -> 37 Experiments 
BD: Emotion.Disgust / PC: Passive Viewing -> 31 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Soma / PC: Mental Rotation -> 28 Experiments 
BD: Perception.Olfaction / PC: Olfactory Monitor/Discrimination -> 61 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Memory / PC: Emotion Induction -> 32 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Memory / PC: Encoding -> 38 Experiments 
BD: Cognition.Memory / PC: Affective Pictures -> 40 Experiments 
BD: Emotion.Anger / PC: Face Monitor/Discrimination -> 30 Experiments 
BD: Interoception.Bladder / PC: Micturition -> 30 Experiments 
BD: Action.Motor Learning / PC: Sequence Recall/Learning -> 20 Experiments 
 
